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ABSTRACT 

To compare examinees’ true ability and their actual competence on the content being 

measured across different test administrations, test scores must be equated.  One of the 

most common equating designs is called the nonequivalent anchor test (NEAT) design.  

This equating design requires two forms of a test, each of which is given to a group of 

examinees one year apart.  The two forms have a set of items in common, usually called 

the anchor set, in order to control for differences in examinee ability.  The anchor set can 

be treated as internal or external according to whether or not examinees’ responses 

contribute to their total score.  However, the anchor set is subject to exposure when it is 

used repeatedly, which most likely becomes a serious threat to test fairness and validity.  

Therefore, from time to time, the items in the anchor set must be evaluated for exposure.   

This study employed a Monte Carlo investigation to evaluate the impact of internal 

anchor item exposure on the equating process under the NEAT design.  The study 

addressed a general scenario in which two forms of a small-scale dichotomously scored 

test were given to two small groups of examinees.  Since mean/sigma linking and true 

score equating are main components of the equating process in the item response theory 

(IRT), the recovery of equating true scores and linking coefficients, slope and intercept, 

were assessed under various combinations of testing conditions using bias and mean 

squared error (MSE).  Three testing conditions were manipulated in this study: (a) the 

number of exposed anchor items, (b) the percentage of examinees with preknowledge of 

the exposed anchor items, and (c) the difference in the means of ability distributions of 

groups taking the original form and new form.  In each combination of testing conditions, 

the simulation process was replicated 100 times.  The study results indicated that anchor 
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item exposure caused all examinees to receive inflated equating true scores.  When 

anchor items were subject to low levels of exposure, the accuracy of equating true scores 

was still perturbing, while high levels of exposure distorted the test scores completely.  

The anchor item exposure became a serious threat to the test fairness to the extent that 

unqualified examinees might receive an unfair benefit over qualified examinees who 

completed an unexposed test form. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

When a test is administered on different occasions, a test developer usually 

creates multiple forms of the test in order to rule out the release of test items to 

examinees.  Even though the test developer cautiously attempts to create parallel forms of 

the test, the forms still vary in terms of difficulty to the extent that they might 

disadvantage some examinees in an unfair manner.  Therefore, the test developer 

employs an equating design in order to assess the examinees fairly.  One of the most 

common equating designs is called the nonequivalent anchor test design (NEAT; 

Holland, 2007; von Davier, Holland, & Thayer, 2004) or the common-item nonequivalent 

groups design (Kolen & Brennan, 1995), where anchor items or common items are 

placed on each form of the test for linking, a critical stage in the Item Response Theory 

(IRT) equating process.  These anchor items do not remain invariant in terms of difficulty 

over different testing occasions (Wells, Subkoviak, & Serlin, 2002) because some of 

these items are exposed to examinees before the day of test administration.  For example, 

a group of examinees intentionally memorize items during the test administration and 

then share these items with another group who will be administered the test subsequently.  

As a result, the possibility of anchor item compromise is greatly enhanced and becomes a 

major threat to the test fairness to the extent that it might possibly alter the test scores for 

some examinees who have already experienced the items (Han & Guo, 2011).  For this 

reason, the anchor items must be evaluated frequently for compromise.  Since the anchor 

items are part of the equating process under the NEAT design, it is necessary to evaluate 
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the potential impact of anchor item exposure on the equating process in terms of the 

accuracy of recovered scaling coefficients and IRT equating true scores.   

To compare examinees’ true ability and their actual competence on the content 

being measured across different test administrations, test equating must be conducted to 

produce comparable test scores.  However, the equating process cannot be conducted 

unless item parameters across different test administrations are placed on a common 

scale, which can be accomplished using the linking method.  There are a number of 

linking methods that can be used to obtain the scaling coefficients for placing ability and 

item parameters from different calibrations on a common metric.  Among the most 

popular of these methods are mean/sigma method (Marco, 1977), mean/mean method 

(Loyd & Hoover, 1980), and test characteristic curve method (TCC; Haebara, 1980; 

Stocking & Lord, 1983).  In this study, the mean/sigma linking method was considered.  

A brief description of the mean/sigma linking method is provided in the literature review 

section. 

Once the item parameters are placed on the common scale, the IRT true score 

equating process can be conducted to relate number-correct scores on different forms.  In 

this process, the true score on one form that corresponds to a given ability value is 

considered to be equivalent to the true score on another form that corresponds to that 

ability value (Kolen & Brennan, 1995).  The IRT true score equating procedure is 

described in detail in the literature review section. 

Few studies have evaluated the impact of exposed anchor items on the IRT 

equating process using Monte Carlo investigations (Jurich, DeMars, & Goodman, 2012; 

Jurich, Goodman, & Becker, 2010).  However, studies of item exposure up to this date 
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have not placed a focused attention on the impact of exposed anchor items on the 

recovery of differences in the mean of ability distributions across two test 

administrations, which is the main goal of the current study.  The impact of exposed 

anchor items was assessed under various testing conditions through a Monte Carlo 

investigation. 

Study Significance 

This simulation study filled in a gap in the literature by examining the impact of 

common item exposure on the accuracy of scaling coefficients and equating true scores 

obtained through the IRT equating process according to the NEAT design.  Due to crucial 

decisions made from a high-stakes test, this simulation study informs test developers who 

wish to create parallel forms of tests which assess examinees fairly. 

Study Hypotheses  

The following hypotheses were investigated: 

1. The difference in the means of examinee ability distributions across test 

administrations has an influence on the accuracy of scaling coefficients. 

2. The difference in the means of examinee ability distributions across test 

administrations has an influence on the accuracy of the IRT equating true scores.   

Study Limitations 

As with any Monte Carlo investigation, care must be taken when any 

generalization is made.  The following limitations are applicable to this simulation study: 

1. The ltm package in R was utilized to generate dichotomous item response data 

under the Rasch model.  This model considers only the difficulty property of 

items and ignores other properties such as discrimination and guessing.  The 
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Rasch model only deals with an assessment containing dichotomously scored 

items and cannot handle tests that are composed of polytomously scored items. 

2. The study findings were limited to utilization of one equating design, known as 

the NEAT Design, and paid no heed to other data collection designs such as the 

Single-Group (SG) Design, the Equivalent-Groups (EG) Design, and the 

Counterbalanced (CB) Design (see Kolen & Brennan, 1995 or von Davier et al., 

2004 for further details). 

3. Research on transformations of IRT scales shows a variety of procedures that can 

be used for placing item and ability parameters from different tests on a single 

scale.  The current simulation study limited its application to one procedure, 

described by Marco (1977) and called here as the mean/sigma method by Kolen 

& Brennan (1995), which uses the mean and standard deviations of the difficulty 

parameters from the common items to obtain the linking coefficients (intercept 

and slope) required for the linear transformation. 

4. The literature review on equating designs showed that the NEAT equating design 

has two variations according to two kinds of anchor set: internal and external 

(Kolen & Brennan, 1995; von Davier et al., 2004).  The current simulation study 

limited its application to the internal anchor set where examinees’ responses to 

anchor items contribute to their total scores on the test forms to be equated. 

5. Research on item parameter estimation through equating indicated that item 

parameters for two test forms can be estimated concurrently or separately 

according to whether the estimation is done through one run or two separate runs 

of the software being used for the IRT analysis (Hanson & Beguin, 2002; Kim & 
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Cohen, 1998; Petersen, Cook, & Stocking, 1983; Wingersky, Cook, & Eignor, 

1987).  The study limited its application to settings where the item-parameter 

estimates for two forms of a test were produced using two separate runs of the 

IRT analysis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW  

Equating 

Equating plays an important role in the field of education. Most testing programs 

create multiple forms of a test in order to suppress any potential source of item exposure 

so that the test scores accurately reflect each test taker’s true ability. Unfortunately, these 

multiple forms are subject to diversity in terms of difficulty, which unfairly disadvantage 

some examinees. To assess examinees accurately, equating designs are utilized in an 

effort to assure that examinees can be expected to earn the same score irrespective of the 

test form being administered. Equating occurs when test scores from different forms of 

the same test are compared. When test forms are built to be the same in content and 

difficulty, the equating process is utilized to adjust for differences in difficulty so that the 

forms can be used “interchangeably.” After the equating process, a test score could 

accurately reflect examinee’s true ability and could determine if s/he is fairly authorized 

to be engaged in an occupation or is honestly accepted into an educational institution. 

IRT Equating Process  

A typical simulated equating process can be conducted through IRT in four main 

steps.  First, ability and item parameters are generated according to the equating design or 

the data collection design being chosen.  Second, the ability and item parameters being 

generated are estimated (calibrated) either concurrently across forms of a test or 

separately for each form.  Third, the ability and item parameters being estimated are 

placed on a common scale, which can be accomplished using a linear transformation 

procedure, usually called a linking method.  Fourth, once the item parameters are placed 
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on the common scale, the IRT true score equating can be conducted to link an equating 

true score on form 1 corresponding to a given ability value with an equating true score on 

form 2 associated with that ability value.  The four steps of the equating process are 

described in some details next. 

IRT Equating Design   

The current simulation study focuses on the non-equivalent groups with anchor 

test design, which is often referred to as the NEAT design, for equating the test scores on 

multiple forms of a test.  The NEAT design often is used “when more than one form per 

test date cannot be administered because of test security or other practical concerns” 

(Kolen & Brennan, 1995, p. 18).  This design requires two different groups of examinees 

and two different forms of a test that have a set of items in common.  For instance, a 

sample of examinees from population P1 takes the original form (OF) and another sample 

of examinees from population P2 takes the new form (NF).  The two samples are 

administered a set of common items, A, usually called the anchor set, which controls for 

differences in examinee ability across different test administrations.  The data collection 

for the NEAT design is described in Table 1. 

Table 1  

Non-equivalent Groups with Anchor Test Design 

Population Sample 
 Original Form 

(OF) 

 New Form 

(NF) 

Anchor 

A 

P1 1    

P2 2    

Note. Modified from Table 2.4 of von Davier et al. (2004, p. 33). 
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The anchor set in the NEAT design can be either internal or external according to 

the contribution of the anchor items to the examinee’s total score on the test.  When the 

anchor set serves as internal, examinees’ responses to the anchor items contribute to their 

total score on the test.  When the anchor set is treated as external, the score on the 

external anchor items does not count on the examinee’s total score on the test.  The 

overall content and difficulty of the anchor items should relatively match the other items 

of the test (Kolen & Brennan, 1995; von Davier et al., 2004).  The anchor items should 

have similar locations in the original and new forms to help reach adequate equating.  

IRT Item Calibration Design 

The literature on IRT equating procedures shows that item parameters can be 

calibrated concurrently or separately according to whether the item calibration is 

performed through one run or two runs of the computer program being used for the IRT 

analysis (Hanson & Beguin, 2002; Kim & Cohen, 1998; Petersen et al., 1983; Wingersky 

et al., 1987).  Concurrent calibration occurs when item parameters for two forms of a test 

are calibrated through a single run of the calibration software, while separate calibration 

occurs when item parameters for each form of a test are calibrated in a separate run of the 

calibration software.  Wingersky et al. (1987) and Petersen et al. (1983) both compared 

IRT calibration methods for dichotomously scored tests and found that the concurrent 

calibration provided more accurate equating results than did the separate calibration.  In 

their study, Hanson and Beguin (2002) found that concurrent calibration generally 

performed better than separate calibration; however, their study results were still 

insufficient to favor one method over another.  In comparison with Kim and Cohen’s 

(1998) study results, the separate calibration was found to be better or similar to the 
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concurrent calibration.  In the current simulation, the ability and item parameters were 

estimated separately for each form of a test administered in the NEAT equating design. 

IRT-Based Linking Method 

Once ability and item parameters are estimated for both forms of the test based on 

the NEAT equating design, a linear transformation is required to place the estimated 

parameters on a single scale.  The literature shows a number of linking or transformation 

methods that can be used to place ability and item parameters from different calibrations 

on a common scale.  These methods are as follows: mean/sigma method (Marco, 1977), 

mean/mean method (Loyd & Hoover, 1980), and test characteristic curve method (TCC; 

Haebara, 1980; Stocking & Lord, 1983).  The current study used the mean/sigma method 

for developing this common scale.  This method uses the anchor items across the OF and 

NF to determine the liner transformation needed to convert the estimated parameters from 

the NF scale to the OF scale.  In the mean/sigma method, the linear transformation 

matches the mean and standard deviation of anchor item b-values across the OF and NF 

to obtain the appropriate scaling coefficients, slope (X) and intercept (Y), as follows: 

, and 

,  

where   and  are, respectively, the standard deviation and mean of the item 

difficulty parameters of the anchor items for the OF, and  and  are, respectively, 

the standard deviation and mean of item difficulty parameters of the anchor items for the 

new form.  Once the appropriate slope, X, and intercept, Y, have been computed; the 

ability and item difficulty parameters derived from the NF are transformed as follows: 
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, and 

 

where   and  are, respectively, the rescaled and initial item difficulty parameters for 

item  and  and  are, respectively, the rescaled and initial ability parameters for 

examinee . 

IRT True Score Equating 

Once the item difficulty parameters are on the common scale, IRT true score 

equating is used to develop a relationship between number-correct scores, sometimes 

called true scores, on the OF and NF.  In this process, the true score on the NF 

corresponding to a given  is considered to be equivalent to the true score on the OF 

corresponding to that  (Kolen & Brennan, 1995).  The IRT true score equating function 

depends on the test characteristic curves for the OF and NF, which give number-correct 

true score as a function of the ability variable (Hanson & Beguin, 2002).  The true scores 

on the NF and OF, which correspond to , are defined as the test characteristic curve 

values for the NF and OF at a particular ability value.  Mathematically, the IRT true 

scores on the NF and OF can be respectively defined as:   

 

 

where n is the number of items,  is the item characteristic curve value at a particular 

ability value, , and is mathematically defined as 
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 , 

and  is the ability value corresponding to  and .  

An IRT true score equating process is conducted through IRT in three main steps 

(Kolen & Brennan, 1995): 

1. Specifying a true score on the NF ( ), which is an integer greater than or equal 

to 0 and less than or equal to n, 

2. Finding a  value that corresponds to the  specified in step 1, and 

3. Calculating a true score on the OF ( ) that corresponds to that  value. 

To find the  value that corresponds to the  requires solving a nonlinear equation 

through an iterative process using the Newton-Raphson method. The  value is calculated 

as: 

 

where  is an initial value for  and is chosen by guessing,  is a function of the 

variable and is defined as 

 =  

and  is the first derivative of the function with respect to  and is expressed as 

 =    

where 

. 
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The iterative process is repeated until the value of  is close to 0 or until  nearly 

equals  at a specified level of precision.  If  is not close to 0, for example, 

in the first iteration, then the  value calculated in the first iteration is redefined as  for 

the second iteration and so on.  Once  that corresponds to  is determined,  is 

found by calculating the sum of the item characteristic curve values for the OF items at 

the  level corresponding to . 

The Influence of Test Exposure in IRT  

Test exposure occurs when examinees gain preknowledge of answers to some of 

the test items prior to testing day.  The scores obtained on the exposed test might be 

improperly inflated and do not reflect the examinees’ true ability and their actual 

competence on the content being tested (McLeod & Lewis, 1999; Stocking, Ward, & 

Potenza, 1998; Zara, 2006).  Test exposure can come from various different sources: (a) 

when one examinee shares test items with a future examinee, (b) when a group of 

examinees construct a bank of operational test items and spread them to others, or (c) 

when a set of disclosed test items, which are reused in subsequent test administrations, 

are intentionally reviewed by a test developer (Segall, 2002).  Some recent research has 

investigated the impact of exposed items on the recovery of examinee ability parameters 

using simulation studies.  Guo, Tay, and Drasgow (2009) investigated the effect of 

exposed items on ability estimates at different test systems and found that exposed items 

led to large score gains for low-ability examinees, bringing about scores that inaccurately 

reflect the examinee’s true ability.  Yi, Zhang, and Chang (2008) employed the impact of 

exposed items on ability estimates as an evaluation criterion in determining the 

detrimental effects of organized item theft in Computerized Adaptive Testing (CAT).  
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The results of this study showed that the examinees’ ability estimates were considerably 

overestimated in the presence of exposed items, especially the testing condition that 

included examinees with a low level of ability or the condition with the organized item 

theft group. 

Few studies have investigated the impact of exposed anchor items on the IRT 

equating process using Monte Carlo investigations.  Jurich, DeMars, and Goodman 

(2012) conducted a simulation study examining the impact of cheating on test 

characteristic curve linking (TCC; Stocking & Lord, 1983) and IRT true score equating 

under the NEAT design.  The results of this study indicated that the recovery of the 

estimated TCC linking constants and equated scores became less accurate as a result of 

an increase in either the proportion of exposed anchor items or proportion of cheaters.  

However, studies of item exposure to date have not examined the impact of exposed 

anchor items on the recovery of differences in the mean of ability distributions across two 

testing occasions, which is the ultimate goal of the current study.  Jurich et al.’s (2012) 

study was limited to using test length, which reflects a larger standardized test.  Since test 

length had less of an effect on the accuracy of equating results (Wu, 2012) and the 

accuracy of recovered ability and item parameters, the current study considered a 

different scenario in which a small sample of examinees are administered dichotomously 

scored items which, relatively, represent a typical-length classroom examination. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

A simulation study was conducted to evaluate the potential impact of exposed 

common items on the scaling coefficients and number-correct true scores obtained from 

the equating process under the NEAT design.  This simulation deals with a common 

scenario in which two parallel forms of a small-scale test, the original form (OF) and new 

form (NF), are administered on two testing occasions and are offered to different groups 

of examinees.  The two forms have a set of items in common in order to meet the NEAT 

equating design assumptions.  The items on the OF were unique, meaning that they were 

not subject to any source of item exposure, while common items on the NF were under 

the influence of possible item exposure. 

Test Generation 

The latent trait model (ltm) package (Rizopoulos, 2006) in R was utilized to 

generate dichotomous item response data under the Rasch model (Rasch, 1980), usually 

called the one-parameter logistic (1-PL) model.  In the 1-PL model, the probability of a 

correct answer is defined as a logistic function of the difference between the examinee’s 

ability and item difficulty parameter.  The Rasch model can be expressed as: 

 

 

 

where is the probability that an examinee  with ability  responds to item  

correctly,  is the difficulty trait for item j, N is a number of examinees, and n is a 
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number of dichotomous items.  Item response data were generated separately to create 

two forms of a dichotomously scored test.  The number of items administered was held 

constant.  Two forms of a test, each of which included 50 items, were generated for each 

replication of this simulation study.  The 50-item test reflects a typical-length classroom 

examination.  The first form of the test represented the original form (OF) from which the 

scale of scores was set, while the second form represented the new form (NF), which was 

equated to the OF.  Since this study utilized the NEAT design to equate scores from the 

NF to the OF, a set of test items functioned as an anchor set across the two forms.  As 

demonstrated in the literature (Budescu, 1985; Kolen & Brennan, 1995; Li, 2012; Ricker 

& von Davier, 2007; Yang & Houang, 1996), the longer the anchor length is, the smaller 

the linking and equating errors are.  This study acted in accordance with Angoff‘s (1984) 

recommendation to use at least 20% of the length of the operational items for the anchor 

items.  Thus, 10 items were anchored across the two forms, while the remaining 40 test 

items were distinctive in each form.  The last 10 items (items 41 through 50) on the OF 

and NF were considered common items, and were in the same location in each form to 

ensure adequate equating.  In each testing condition, the anchor set was treated as internal 

where examinees’ responses to anchor items contribute to their total scores.  It was 

assumed that the 10-item anchor set produced should proportionally match the content 

and average difficulty parameter of the distinctive item set; otherwise, systematic errors 

are introduced in recovering scaling coefficients during the equating process (Haberman 

& Dorans, 2009; Wei, 2010).  The item difficulty parameter for both the anchor and 

distinctive item sets were sampled separately from a normal distribution, b ~ N (0.00, 

1.00), to create the OF and the NF of the test.  
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Ability Generation 

In the current study, the sample size was held constant to rule out its influence on 

recovering true ability.  The literature suggested that the 1-PL model requires a small 

sample size to estimate stable and accurate item parameters in comparison with the other 

IRT models, such as the 3-PL model (Kim, Barton & Choi, 2010; Yen & Fitzpatrick, 

2006).  The ltm package in R was used to generate a sample size of 500 simulated 

examinees.  This small sample size represents a typical size of class section.  The latent 

ability of examinees taking the OF was sampled from a standard normal distribution, ϴOF 

~ N (0.00, 1.00), while the ability distribution of examinees taking the NF was varied 

according to the mean of examinee ability.  Five levels of the NF ability distribution were 

considered in the current simulation study as follows: (a) ϴNF ~ N (-0.50, 1.00), (b) ϴNF ~ 

N (-0.25, 1.00), (c) ϴNF ~ N (0.00, 1.00), (d) ϴNF ~ N (0.25, 1.00), and (e) ϴNF ~ N (0.50, 

1.00). 

Simulation of Anchor Item Exposure 

Based on the NEAT equating design, the anchor items are placed on the OF and 

NF, and different groups of examinees are administered the two forms.  When a group of 

examinees intentionally memorize some anchor items during the OF administration and 

then share them with other examinees who will be administered the NF subsequently, 

these anchor items become exposed.  To simulate the magnitude of anchor item exposure, 

two testing conditions were considered: (a) the number of exposed items and (b) the 

proportion of examinees with preknowledge of these items (Guo et al., 2009; Jurich et al., 

2012; Yi, Zhang, & Chang, 2008).  First, the number of exposed anchor items was set at 

two or 10 items.  The former reflects a scenario where examinees have access to a small 
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amount of test questions, while the latter reflects a worst-case scenario where examinees 

may have preknowledge of a large amount of test questions or may have access to the 

entire forms administered previously.  Second, the percentage of examinees with 

preknowledge of the exposed anchor items was investigated at four different levels, 5%, 

10%, 15% and 20%.   

The probability of answering the exposed anchor item correctly for any examinee 

who has preknowledge of that item was set to 1.  This reflects a real scenario where the 

simulee can remember the right response to the exposed common item regardless of their 

low ability and the high level of item difficulty. 

A condition which includes examinees with no preknowledge of the answers to 

the exposed anchor items worked as a baseline for relative comparisons.  The baseline 

condition reflected a scenario where two courses of testing happen simultaneously, so 

there is no time for examinees to share the anchor items with each other.  This condition 

also served as an evaluative criterion for assessing the accuracy of recovered scaling 

coefficients and equating true scores within the equating process. 

Calibration 

In the current simulation study, the ltm package in R was used to generate item 

and ability parameters for each form of a test administered in the NEAT equating design.  

Once the probability of correct answers for anchor items was modified for exposure, 

dichotomous responses were generated by comparing the probability of correct answer to 

a random draw from a uniform distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.  

Each simulated item response dataset was generated based on the Rasch model.  Item 

parameters were estimated separately for each form of a test using approximate Marginal 
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Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MMLE) as implemented in the ltm package in R.  The 

maximum number of Gauss-Newton iterations was increased to 500.  Besides the 

modification described earlier, default ltm package options were used for estimation.  The 

item parameter estimates for the OF and NF were then equated using the mean/sigma 

method via the ltm package in R in order to place the item parameter estimates from the 

NF onto the metric of the OF. 

Summary of Conditions 

This simulation study manipulated three factors to examine the influences of 

anchor item exposure on the equating process.  One factor manipulated was the mean in 

latent trait ability.  For all testing conditions, latent trait ability for the OF administration 

was drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1.  For 

the NF administration, latent ability was varied among five levels as follows: (a) ϴ ~ N (-

0.50, 1.00), (b) ϴ ~ N (-0.25, 1.00), (c) ϴ ~ N (0.00, 1.00), (d) ϴ ~ N (0.25, 1.00), and (e) 

ϴ ~ N (0.50, 1.00).  Two levels of exposed anchor items (2 and 10 items) and four levels 

of examinees with preknowledge (5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%) were considered to simulate 

the degree of item exposure.  The interaction of the three conditions resulted in a 5 × 2 × 

4 simulation for a total of 40 distinctive conditions.  A baseline condition with anchor 

items displaying no exposure was added for each NF ability distribution, resulting in a 

total of 45 conditions overall.  The simulation process was replicated 100 times for each 

condition.  Generally, 100 replications are considered enough for Monte Carlo 

investigations, as demonstrated in the literature (Harwell, Stone, Hsu, & Kirisci, 1996).   
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Evaluation Criteria  

The accuracy of scaling coefficients was used as dependent variables to explore 

how the extent of anchor item exposure impacts the equating process.  The scaling 

coefficients were obtained by calculating the slope and intercept values necessary to 

place ability and item parameters from the NF administration onto the scale of the OF 

administration.   

To determine errors in the recovered scaling coefficients, bias was calculated to 

evaluate the deviation between the estimated and true scaling coefficients across all 

replications.  Bias for recovered scaling coefficients is mathematically defined as a 

measure of the average difference between the estimated and true scaling coefficient 

across all replications:  

, 

where  is the true value of the scaling coefficient,  is the estimated value of the scaling 

coefficient, and  k is the total number of replications. 

To determine the precision of recovered scaling coefficients, Mean Squared Error 

(MSE) was used by taking the average squared deviation of the estimated scaling 

coefficient from the true parameter.  Mathematically, MSE can be defined as follows: 

. 

The mathematical terms in the MSE formula are similar to those mentioned previously in 

Bias formula.  

The accuracy of IRT equating true scores was also used as dependent variables to 

explore the influence of exposed anchor items on the equating process.  In the IRT true 
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score equating, the equating true scores on the NF and OF are considered to be equivalent 

if both true scores correspond to one ability value. 

To determine the impact of anchor item exposure on the IRT true score equating, 

bias and MSE were employed to quantify errors in the recovery of IRT equating true 

scores as comes next: 

 

and 

 

where k is the total number of replications, n is the number of items,  is the true 

number-correct true score, and  is the estimated number-correct true score.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

This simulation study was conducted to evaluate the impact of anchor item 

exposure on the accuracy of recovered linking coefficients and IRT equating true scores 

for a test containing dichotomously scored items.  The number of exposed items in the 

anchor set, the proportion of examinees with preknowledge of the anchor items, and the 

means of the ability distributions of groups taking the NF of the test were manipulated to 

evaluate their relative effects on the results.  The number of exposed dichotomous items 

in the anchor set was two or 10 items.  The proportion of examinees with preknowledge 

was varied at 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%.  The ability distribution of the group taking the 

OF was N(0,1), while the ability distributions of the group taking the NF were (a) N(-

0.5,1), (b) N(-0.25,1), (c) N(0,1), (d) N(0.25,1), or (e) N(0.5,1).  The interaction of these 

three factors yielded a total of 40 unique conditions.  A non-item-exposure condition was 

added for each NF ability distribution, yielding a total of 45 conditions overall. 

Table 2 exhibits bias and MSE results for the linking coefficient X under different 

levels of anchor item exposure in the five ability distributions of groups taking the NF.  

The linking coefficient X was recovered very well in the nonexposure conditions, bias 

almost approached zero.  The linking coefficient X was consistently overestimated with 

the proportion of examinees with preknowledge of either a small or large amount of 

anchor items on a test.  The exposure conditions, including 20% examinees with 

preknowledge of the anchor items, produced the most positively biased estimate of the 

linking coefficient X. 
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Table 2. 

Bias and MSE for Linking Coefficient X (Standard Deviation)      

 

Anchor Item 

exposure 

 

(n) 

 

Examinees 

with 

Preknowle

dge (%) 

NF Ability Distribution 

N(-0.50, 1) N(-0.25, 1) N(0.00, 1) N(0.25, 1) N(0.50, 1) 

Bias  
  

   

0 0 -0.001 0.002 0.001 -0.001 -0.002 

2 

5 
0.081 

(0.061) 
0.065 

(0.058) 

0.058 

(0.059) 

0.053 

(0.062) 

0.046 

(0.059) 

10 
0.160 

(0.055) 
0.132 

(0.056) 

0.121 

(0.057) 

0.116 

(0.061) 

0.104 

(0.063) 

15 
0.237 

(0.064) 
0.198 

(0.061) 

0.184 

(0.063) 

0.177 

(0.065) 

0.162 

(0.070) 

20 
0.320 

(0.069) 
0.273 

(0.065) 

0.258 

(0.060) 

0.251 

(0.065) 

0.231 

(0.066) 

10 

5 
0.093 

(0.051) 
0.075 

(0.052) 

0.063 

(0.051) 

0.054 

(0.053) 

0.050 

(0.055) 

10 
0.166 

(0.054) 
0.136 

(0.057) 

0.115 

(0.060) 

0.102 

(0.063) 

0.084 

(0.064) 

15 
0.249 

(0.067) 
0.198 

(0.064) 

0.172 

(0.060) 

0.149 

(0.063) 

0.125 

(0.063) 

20 
0.307 

(0.080) 

0.249 

(0.072) 
0.216 

(0.069) 

0.186 

(0.070) 

0.160 

(0.072) 

MSE       

0 0 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.003 0.003 

2 

5 0.010 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.006 

10 0.029 0.021 0.018 0.017 0.015 

15 0.060 0.042 0.038 0.036 0.031 

20 0.107 0.079 0.070 0.067 0.058 

10 

5 0.011 0.008 0.007 0.006 0.005 

10 0.030 0.022 0.017 0.014 0.011 

15 0.067 0.043 0.033 0.026 0.020 

20 0.101 0.067 0.052 0.039 0.031 
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It appears that the number of exposed items in the anchor set affected the linking 

coefficient X differentially according to the proportion of examinees with preknowledge 

and the mean of the NF ability distribution.  For example, in the conditions including the 

NF ability distributions with lower means (-0.50 and -0.25), the 10-exposed-item 

condition resulted in a more biased estimate of the linking coefficient X when the 

proportions of examinees with preknowledge were 5%, 10%, or 15%.  However, this 

influence was reversed in the condition including the highest proportion of examinees 

with preknowledge (20%), where the conditions including 10 exposed items led to a less 

biased estimate of the linking coefficient X.  In general, differences between the two 

amounts of exposed anchor items tended to be trivial. 

Results indicated that the linking coefficient X was influenced by the mean of the 

ability distribution of the group taking the NF.  Across all exposure conditions, bias for 

the linking coefficient X decreased as the mean of the NF ability distribution increased.  

The item exposure conditions including the NF ability distribution with a mean of -0.50 

consistently yielded the most positively biased estimate of the linking coefficient X, 

while the exposure conditions including the NF ability distribution with a mean of 0.50 

consistently produced the least positively biased estimate of the linking coefficient X. 

MSE seems to be a function of bias in the evaluation criterion of interest.  This 

means that, when a bias value is small for a given condition, the corresponding MSE 

value for that condition must also be small.  MSE results indicated that the recovery of 

the estimated linking coefficient X became less accurate as the proportion of examinees 

with preknowledge increased.  In addition, MSE indicated that the linking coefficient X 

was more accurately estimated as the mean of the NF ability distribution increased. 
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Table 3 exhibits the bias and MSE results for the linking coefficient Y for each 

combination of the three testing factors: (a) the number of exposed anchor items, (b) the 

percentage of examinees with preknowledge of the anchor items, and (c) the mean of the 

ability distribution of the group taking the NF.  For the testing conditions including no 

item exposure, the linking coefficient Y was recovered very well, with nearly no bias in 

the item parameter estimation.  Overall, the results indicated that the estimated linking 

coefficient Y was positively biased in all testing conditions.  This suggests that anchor 

items on the NF became easier than their pairs on the OF due to exposure.  In addition, 

overestimation of the linking coefficient Y indicates that the group taking the NF 

benefited more from the exposed anchor items than did the group taking the OF. 

Results indicated that the linking coefficient Y was influenced by the number of 

exposed anchor items.  The overestimation of the linking coefficient Y was more intense 

in the testing conditions including 10 exposed anchor items than did the conditions 

including 2 exposed anchor items.  This indicates that increasing the number of exposed 

items in the anchor set greatly benefited the group taking the NF.  This result is applied to 

all testing conditions regardless of the mean of the ability distribution of the group taking 

the NF or even the proportion of examinees with access to the anchor items. 

Results suggest that the anchor item exposure had an influence on the accuracy of the 

linking coefficient Y as a result of a change in the proportion of examinees with 

preknowledge of the anchor items.  Bias in the linking coefficient Y systematically 

increased as the proportion of examinees with preknowledge increased.  

Variations in the mean of the ability distribution of the group taking the NF 

seemed to influence the linking coefficient Y bias differentially according to the degree  
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Table 3. 

Bias and MSE for Linking Coefficient Y (Standard Deviation)   

 

Anchor Item 

exposure 

 

(n) 

 

Examinees 

with 

Preknowle

dge (%) 

NF Ability Distribution 

N(-0.50, 1) N(-0.25, 1) N(0.00, 1) N(0.25, 1) N(0.50, 1) 

Bias       

0 0 -0.008 0.005 -0.001 -0.006 0.006 

2 

5 
0.016 

(0.049) 
0.042 

(0.050) 

0.041 

(0.051) 

0.048 

(0.054) 

0.064 

(0.057) 

10 
0.044 

(0.057) 
0.083 

(0.056) 

0.091 

(0.049) 

0.102 

(0.052) 

0.127 

(0.055) 

15 
0.068 

(0.060) 
0.116 

(0.055) 

0.138 

(0.049) 

0.164 

(0.054) 

0.202 

(0.059) 

20 
0.103 

(0.057) 
0.164 

(0.054) 

0.199 

(0.050) 

0.236 

(0.048) 

0.280 

(0.053) 

10 

5 
0.148 

(0.052) 
0.157 

(0.050) 

0.146 

(0.047) 

0.142 

(0.048) 

0.154 

(0.052) 

10 
0.323 

(0.058) 
0.322 

(0.057) 

0.303 

(0.058) 

0.303 

(0.059) 

0.305 

(0.064) 

15 
0.501 

(0.060) 
0.493 

(0.056) 

0.470 

(0.057) 

0.460 

(0.063) 

0.453 

(0.073) 

20 
0.726 

(0.055) 

0.699 

(0.060) 
0.661 

(0.062) 

0.643 

(0.072) 

0.632 

(0.077) 

MSE       

0 0 0.004 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004 

2 

5 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.005 0.007 

10 0.005 0.010 0.011 0.013 0.019 

15 0.008 0.016 0.022 0.030 0.044 

20 0.014 0.030 0.042 0.058 0.081 

10 

5 0.025 0.027 0.024 0.023 0.026 

10 0.108 0.107 0.095 0.095 0.097 

15 0.254 0.246 0.224 0.216 0.211 

20 0.530 0.492 0.441 0.418 0.405 
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of exposure (the number of exposed anchor items and the proportion of examinees with 

preknowledge of the anchor items).  In general, the difference in the linking coefficient 

bias among the NF ability distributions was relatively moderate. 

As corresponded to the linking coefficient X, MSE results indicated that the 

recovery of the estimated linking coefficient Y became less accurate as the proportion of 

examinees with preknowledge increased.  As opposed to the linking coefficient X, the 

MSE results indicated that the estimated linking coefficient Y was less accurately 

recovered as the number of exposed anchor items increased.  As with bias for the linking 

coefficient Y, results indicated that the NF ability distribution was found to influence 

MSE for the linking coefficient Y differentially according to the extent of exposure.  In 

general, however, MSE results indicated that the recovery of the estimated linking 

coefficient Y was the least accurate in the conditions including 10 exposed anchor items 

and the NF ability distribution with a mean of - 0.50, and the most accurate in the 

conditions including the two exposed anchor items and the NF ability distribution with a 

mean of - 0.50.  

Table 4 displays the bias and MSE of the equating true scores for each of the 

exposure conditions and NF ability distributions.  The estimated equating true scores 

were recovered well in the no-exposure conditions, with almost no errors in estimation.  

An examination of the bias for equating true scores overall indicated that the estimated 

equating true scores were positively biased in all exposure conditions.  This suggests that 

prior knowledge of anchor items causes examinees to receive inflated test scores on 

content being tested. 
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Table 4. 

Bias and MSE for IRT Equating True Score (Standard Deviation)   

 

Anchor Item 

exposure 

 

(n) 

 

Examinees 

with 

Preknowle

dge (%) 

NF Ability Distribution 

N(-0.50, 1) N(-0.25, 1) N(0.00, 1) N(0.25, 1) N(0.50, 1) 

Bias       

0 0 0.009 0.009 0.015 0.004 -0.005 

2 

5 
0.393 

(0.306) 
0.334 

(0.309) 

0.298 

(0.306) 

0.269 

(0.318) 

0.232 

(0.332) 

10 
0.818 

(0.314) 
0.708 

(0.310) 

0.617 

(0.299) 

0.545 

(0.323) 

0.451 

(0.337) 

15 
1.203 

(0.324) 
1.020 

(0.305) 

0.917 

(0.301) 

0.840 

(0.318) 

0.741 

(0.323) 

20 
1.627 

(0.295) 
1.397 

(0.297) 

1.273 

(0.290) 

1.162 

(0.291) 

1.007 

(0.302) 

10 

5 
1.174 

(0.290) 
1.021 

(0.308) 

0.886 

(0.309) 

0.809 

(0.318) 

0.714 

(0.316) 

10 
2.391 

(0.351) 
2.063 

(0.352) 

1.816 

(0.358) 

1.679 

(0.352) 

1.492 

(0.340) 

15 
3.630 

(0.352) 
3.146 

(0.357) 

2.771 

(0.340) 

2.506 

(0.345) 

2.222 

(0.368) 

20 
4.963 

(0.385) 

4.304 

(0.383) 
3.810 

(0.391) 

3.474 

(0.384) 

3.117 

(0.358) 

MSE       

0 0 0.143 0.147 0.158 0.173 0.181 

2 

5 0.330 0.273 0.240 0.229 0.217 

10 1.006 0.778 0.616 0.529 0.423 

15 2.035 1.474 1.216 1.059 0.868 

20 3.572 2.658 2.229 1.888 1.478 

10 

5 1.809 1.403 1.088 0.935 0.756 

10 7.191 5.382 4.208 3.617 2.880 

15 16.386 12.317 9.580 7.862 6.239 

20 30.513 22.929 18.002 14.990 12.089 
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Results indicated that the proportion of examinees with preknowledge of the anchor items 

had an influence on the recovery of estimated equating true scores as a result of anchor 

item exposure.  Bias in the estimated equating true score consistently increased as the 

proportion of examinees with preknowledge increased.  This suggests that increasing the 

number of examinees who have access to test items used to place the OF and NF of a test 

on a single scale causes the entire group of examinees to receive overestimated equating 

true scores. 

Bias results shown in Table 4 indicated that the amount of exposed items in the 

anchor set had more of an influence on the accuracy of estimated equating true scores.  A 

corollary of this influence is that the estimated equating true scores were more 

overestimated under the conditions including the large amount of exposed anchor items 

than under the conditions including the small amount of exposed anchor items.  This 

suggests that increasing the number of exposed items in the anchor set greatly 

overestimates true abilities of the entire group of examinees taking the exposed form of a 

test. 

Changes to the mean of the ability distribution of examinees taking the NF of a 

test seemed to influence the accuracy of estimated equating true scores.  The exposure 

conditions including the NF ability distribution with a mean of -0.50 consistently 

produced the most positively biased estimate of the equating true score, while the bias in 

estimating the equating true score was the least under conditions including the NF ability 

distribution with a mean of 0.50.  However, the overestimation of the equating true score 

was more intense in the conditions including a large amount of exposed anchor items.  

Since examinees with lower ability benefited the most from the exposed anchor items, 
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this explains a possible scenario where unqualified examinees might appear qualified as a 

result of exposure. 

As with both linking coefficients X and Y, MSE for the equating true score 

showed that the recovery of the estimated equating true score became less accurate as the 

proportion of examinees with preknowledge of the anchor items.  As with the linking 

coefficient Y, MSE for the equating true score indicated that the recovered equating true 

score became less accurate as the number of exposed items in the anchor set increased.  

As with the linking coefficient X and contrasted to the linking coefficient Y, the 

conditions with a smaller mean of the NF ability distribution consistently produced the 

most overestimated MSE values, while the conditions including a larger mean of the NF 

ability distribution consistently produced the least overestimated MSE values.       
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, CONCLUSIONS, FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Discussion  

The goal of the current simulation study was to evaluate the impact of the anchor 

item exposure on the linking coefficients and equating results under the NEAT design.  

This simulation dealt with a common scenario in which two parallel forms of a small-

scale dichotomously scored test, the OF and NF, were administered on two testing 

occasions and offered to different small groups of examinees.  The OF was the form that 

set the scale of scores and the NF was the form that was equated to the scale of the OF.  

The impact of anchor item exposure on the equating process was assessed through 

manipulating three main factors: (a) the number of exposed anchor items, (b) the 

proportion of examinees with preknowledge of the anchor items, and (c) the mean of the 

ability distribution of the group taking the NF of a test. 

Of the three factors, the number of exposed anchor items and the proportion of 

examinees with preknowledge of the anchor items were found to have an influence on the 

accuracy of recovered equating true scores.  These two factors were assessed at different 

levels in order to explore how the degree of anchor exposure impacts the equating 

process.  Results revealed that an increase in either the number of exposed anchor items 

or the proportion of examinees with preknowledge overestimated the equating true 

scores.  In spite of the fact that overestimation of the equating true scores was expected, 

the magnitude of bias at the lowest degree of anchor exposure was still perturbing.  

Therefore, the results suggested that the inclusion of slightly exposed items in the anchor 

set causes the entire group of examinees to receive inflated scores on a test form being 
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equated.  These results are compatible with previous research study findings (Jurich et al., 

2012). 

Results indicated that variations in the mean of the ability distribution of the 

group taking the NF of a test had an influence on the recovery of estimated equating true 

scores as a consequence of anchor item exposure.  The conditions including examinees 

with low mean ability consistently produced the most overestimated equating true scores, 

while the conditions including examinees with high mean ability produced the least 

overestimated equating true scores.  The results suggested that examinees with low mean 

ability benefited more from gaining prior knowledge of the exposed anchor items than 

did examinees with high mean ability.  This means that the true abilities of examinees 

coming from a lower ability distribution were more overestimated than the abilities of 

examinees being derived from a higher ability distribution.  This leads to a possible 

scenario where unqualified examinees might appear qualified as a result of anchor item 

exposure, while qualified examinees have less to gain from exposure. 

Evaluating the influence of anchor item exposure on the linking coefficient X 

provided more insight about the positively biased equating true scores.  Overall, results 

indicated that exposed anchor items introduced positive bias in the linking coefficient X 

in all conditions.  As with the equating true scores, the linking coefficient X was also 

overestimated with the degree of exposure.  The overestimation of the linking coefficient 

X arose because exposure occurs on the anchor items used to equate the NF to the OF.  

As examinees with preknowledge respond correctly to the anchor items on the NF, the 

difficulty values of these items will be underestimated.  Thus, the exposure 

implementation will underestimate the difficulty parameters of the anchor items, thus 
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getting these parameters closer to each other and then reducing the variability among 

them.  The linking procedure must overestimate the linking coefficient X to account for 

this diminished variability (see the equation shown below that calculates the linking 

coefficient X under the mean/sigma linking method).  In addition to the underestimated 

difficulty values of the  

 

exposed anchor items and their diminished variability, the exposure implementation will 

inflate the true abilities of examinees and have them obtain overestimated equating true 

scores.   

As with the equating true scores, results indicated that changes to the mean in the 

ability distribution of the group taking the NF of a test had an influence on the recovery 

of the linking coefficient X as a consequence of anchor item exposure.  The 

overestimation in the linking coefficient X was found to be greater for the group with a 

low mean ability and less for the group with a high mean ability.  This result leads to an 

actual scenario where anchor item exposure is more advantageous for low-ability 

examinees and less advantageous for high-ability examinees.  Since low-ability 

examinees benefit the most from the exposed anchor items, this leads to a potential 

scenario where unskilled individuals might seem to be proficient as a result of exposure. 

Evaluating the influence of anchor item exposure on the linking coefficient Y 

provided more insight about the positively biased equating true scores.  Overall, results 

indicated that the linking coefficient Y was positively biased in all testing conditions.  

The overestimation of the linking coefficient Y revealed that anchor items on the NF of a 

test became easier than their pairs on the OF because the anchor items on the NF were 
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under the influence of exposure.  In addition, the overestimated linking coefficient Y 

revealed that the group taking the NF always had higher ability than the group taking the 

OF regardless of the difference in the ability distributions between the two groups.  The 

artificial correct response to each exposed anchor item on the NF is the usual reason why 

the group taking the NF had higher ability than the group taking the OF in all conditions.  

That is also the usual reason why all exposure conditions produced a positively biased 

estimate of the equating true score.   

As with the equating true scores, results indicated that the linking coefficient Y 

bias increased positively with the number of exposed items in the anchor set and/or the 

proportion of examinees with preknowledge of the anchor items.  As the degree of 

exposure increases, the entire group of examinees responding to the NF can receive 

benefit from the exposure after the equating process is conducted.  Logically, the 

positively biased estimate of the linking coefficient Y indicates that the anchor items on 

the NF become easier than their pairs on the OF, so the difficulty values for these NF 

anchor items will be underestimated.  Since the mean/sigma method exposure uses the 

anchor items to obtain the linking coefficients, this leads to that the mean of difficulty 

parameters for the anchor items on the NF  will be underestimated, which, in turn 

overestimates the linking coefficient Y (refer to the equation below). 

 

In this simulation study, both linking coefficients X and Y were used to rescale 

the difficulty parameters for all items (unique and anchor) on the NF (the test form 

including exposed anchor items) for the purpose of IRT equating.  Since both linking 

coefficients were overestimated in all exposure conditions, this artificial dual 
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overestimation would cause the rescaled difficulty parameters ( ) for all items on the 

NF to be increased as well (refer to the equation below).   

 

All items on the NF seem to be more difficult than they are in reality, so 

answering these items correctly will inflate the true abilities of examinees.  This artificial 

inflation in the ability estimates causes the equating true scores to be inflated as well. 

Implications for Test Developers  

The study results suggest that the inclusion of slightly exposed items in the anchor 

set causes the entire group of examinees to receive inflated scores on a test form being 

equated.  These inflated scores, in turn, could not accurately reflect examinees’ true 

abilities and their actual competence on the content being tested, so any decision made on 

the basis of these artificial scores will be doubtful.  Based on these findings, the 

researcher recommends that test developers should remove exposed items from the 

anchor set.   

As demonstrated in this simulation study, the overestimation in equating true 

scores was more severe in the exposure conditions including a mean ability distribution 

of -0.50.  This finding indicated that unqualified examinees administered a test form 

where exposure occurred might be more proficient in the content being tested than is the 

case in the real life.  The worst-case scenario occurs when, as a result of exposure, 

unqualified examinees take an unfair advantage over qualified examinees who completed 

an unexposed test form.  As noted above, the anchor item exposure can cause detrimental 

influences on the equating true scores and become a serious threat to the test’s fairness 

and validity.  Based on these findings, the researcher recommends that focused attention 
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must be given to methods that detect exposed anchor items on the test to ensure that 

scores accurately reflect the true abilities of examinees. 

Conclusions  

This simulation study attempted to close a gap in the literature by examining the 

impact of anchor item exposure on the accuracy of linking coefficients and equating true 

scores obtained through the IRT equating process according to the NEAT design.  Due to 

crucial decisions made on the basis of high-stakes testing, it is incumbent on test 

developers to create parallel forms of a test in order to lessen the risk of cheating and 

assess examinees fairly.  It is also incumbent on test developers to be confident that a test 

score produced by an examinee is an accurate reflection of their true abilities and actual 

competence on the content of interest being measured.  Based on the study findings, 

however, anchor item exposure can have detrimental influences on equating true scores.  

If some examinees have prior knowledge of anchor items on a test, equating true scores 

for all examinees taking the test might be inflated.  Even when items in the anchor set are 

subject to low levels of exposure, equating true scores still challenge the accuracy, while 

high levels of exposure will completely twist the test scores even under the most 

favorable circumstances.  In this simulation study, the anchor item exposure became a 

serious threat to the test fairness and validity to the extent that unqualified examinees 

might receive an unfair benefit over qualified examinees who completed an unexposed 

test form.  The conclusions of this study suggest that the anchor items on a test must be 

evaluated frequently for exposure, so individuals dealing with test scores can be 

confident that each score represents the true ability of the examinee on the construct of 

interest being measured. 
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Future Directions 

As with any Monte Carlo investigation, only a restricted number of factors could 

be investigated, so this must be taken into consideration and care exercised when any 

generalization is made to other testing settings.  Further research is needed to evaluate the 

effect of anchor item exposure on the equating process under factors different than the 

ones considered in the current study. 

The findings of this study will only be applicable to a test containing 

dichotomously scored items that measure a common dimension.  Further research is 

required to evaluate the impact of anchor item exposure on linking and equating results 

for a test containing dichotomous items that measure multiple dimensions, polytomous 

items that measure one or multiple dimensions, or both types of items that measure one or 

multiple dimensions. 

In the current simulation study, the item exposure was implemented in a way that 

added a magnitude of 1 to the probability of correct response for an anchor item and 

applied this modified probability to any examinee who has preknowledge of that item.  

However, it is important to adhere to a real scenario in which an examinee forgets the 

right response to the exposed anchor item due to his or her low ability and high level of 

item difficulty.  Thus, future studies may consider different methods for item exposure 

implementation. 

The current simulation study used the Rasch model to calibrate item and ability 

parameters.  This model considered only the difficulty property of items and ignored 

other properties, such as discrimination and guessing.  The two- or three-parameter 
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logistic IRT models can be employed as alternatives for item parameter calibration in 

future studies. 

The study findings were limited to utilization of one equating design, known as 

the NEAT Design.  Other data collection designs such as the Single-Group (SG) Design, 

the Equivalent-Groups (EG) Design, and the Counterbalanced (CB) Design can be 

studied to allow for a comparison with the NEAT design under the same testing 

conditions considered in this study.  The study also restricted its application to the 

internal anchor design and did not consider the external one, where examinees’ responses 

to anchor items do not contribute to their total scores on the test forms to be equated.  

Additional research on the external anchor design might provide further insight into the 

effect of anchor item exposure on the equating process. 

Finally, the study findings were limited to using one linear transformation 

procedure, called here the mean/sigma method, for placing the ability and item 

parameters from different calibrations on a common scale.  Other methods, such as the 

mean/mean method and test characteristic curve method can be studied to allow for a 

comparison with the mean/sigma method under the same conditions considered in the 

current study. 
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Appendix A 

 

R Script for Evaluating the Accuracy of Recovered Linking Coefficients (Slope and 

Intercept) and Recovered Equating True Scores in the Non-exposure Conditions 

 
 
setwd("C:/Users/Moatasim/Desktop/Master's Thesis/R Scripts") 

 

#Setting the test length 

n <- 50 

 

#Setting the number of distinctive items 

n.d <- 40 

 

#Generating b values for distinctive items on the original form (OF)  

b.d1_seed <- 3490123 

set.seed(b.d1_seed) 

b.d1 <- rnorm(n.d,0,1) 

 

#4738237 

#Generating b values for distinctive items on the new form (NF)   

b.d2_seed <- 3490123 

set.seed(b.d2_seed) 

b.d2 <- rnorm(n.d,0,1) 

 

#Setting the number of common items 

n.a <- 10 

 

#Generating b-values for common items  

b.a_seed <- 1728240 

set.seed(b.a_seed) 

b.a <- rnorm(n.a,0,1) 

mean(b.a) 

 

true.b1 <- c(b.d1,b.a) 

true.b2 <- c(b.d2,b.a) 

mean(true.b1) 

#Setting the number of examinees 

N <- 500 

 

#Generating theta-values for group 1 taking the OF 

true.theta1_seed <- 2199345 

set.seed(true.theta1_seed) 

true.theta1 <- rnorm(N,0,1) 

 

#Generating theta-values for group 2 taking the NF 
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true.theta2_seed <- 5692104 

set.seed(true.theta2_seed) 

true.theta2 <- rnorm(N,0,1) 

 

item_seed <- 2126354 

set.seed(item_seed) 

c1 <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

a1 <- matrix(1,n,1) 

c2 <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

a2 <- matrix(1,n,1) 

fix <- matrix(1,1,2) 

fix[,1] <- n+1 

 

library("ltm") 

 

#Generating item response data set for the OF and NF 

p1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

p2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p1[i,j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(true.theta1[i]-true.b1[j]))) 

      r1 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r1 <= p1[i,j]) { 

            u1[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(true.theta2[i]-true.b2[j]))) 

      r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r2 <= p2[i,j]) { 

            u2[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

#Running IRT analysis 

#Rasch 

dichrasch1 <- rasch(data=u1,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

dichrasch2 <- rasch(data=u2,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 
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#Item Difficulty Parameters for the OF and NF items   

b1 <- coef(dichrasch1)[,1] 

b2 <- coef(dichrasch2)[,1] 

 

#Ability parameters for group 1 taking the OF  

t.est1 <- factor.scores(dichrasch1,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u1) 

theta1 <- t.est1$score.dat[,n+3] 

 

#Ability parameters for group 2 taking the NF 

t.est2 <- factor.scores(dichrasch2,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u2) 

theta2 <- t.est2$score.dat[,n+3] 

 

#Equating Process for True Parameters  

 

#The true Item Parameters for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

F1.anchor.item.par <- c(b1[41],b1[42],b1[43],b1[44],b1[45], 

                        b1[46],b1[47],b1[48],b1[49],b1[50]) 

 

F2.anchor.item.par <- c(b2[41],b2[42],b2[43],b2[44],b2[45], 

                        b2[46],b2[47],b2[48],b2[49],b2[50]) 

 

mean.F1.anchor.item.par <- mean(F1.anchor.item.par) 

mean.F2.anchor.item.par <- mean(F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

SD.F1.anchor.item.par <- sd(F1.anchor.item.par) 

SD.F2.anchor.item.par <- sd(F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

#True Scaling Coefficients 

 

true.x <- SD.F1.anchor.item.par/SD.F2.anchor.item.par 

true.y <- mean.F1.anchor.item.par - (true.x * mean.F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

#Rescaled True Item Parameters 

 

rescaled_b2     <- true.x * b2 + true.y 

rescaled_theta2 <- true.x * theta2 + true.y 

 

#IRT True Score Equating Process 

 

# tau1: True Score on the OF  

# tau2: True Score on the NF  

# tau_theta: Theta to which tau 1 and tau 2 correspond 

# icc1: Item Characteristic Curve value for item j on the OF at a particular ability value   

# icc2: Item Characteristic Curve value for item j on the NF at a particular ability value   
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# tcc1: Test Characteristic Curve value over items on the OF at a particular ability value 

# tcc2: Test Characteristic Curve value over items on the NF at a particular ability value 

# icc2.d: The First Derivative value of the Item Characteristic Curve for item j on the NF 

at a particular ability value 

# s_icc2.d: Sum of the First Derivative values of the Item Characteristic Curve over items 

on the NF at a particular ability value  

# theta0: The Starting Value of Theta 

# ts: Total Score (  0 < ts  < 50)  

 

ts <- 51 

 

icc1           <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

icc2           <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

icc2.d         <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

tau_theta      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

tau1           <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

tau2           <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

 

#Applying the Newton-Raphson Method to find theta (tau_theta)   

 

theta0 <- -14.7 

 

#specifying a true score on the new form (tau2) 

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

tau2[k] <- k-1  

h <- 0 

repeat{ 

h <- h +1 

#Calculating the ICC values for the new form at theta0 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0 -rescaled_b2[j]))) 

              } 

 

tcc2 <- sum(icc2) 

tcc2 <- round(tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

#Finding theta (tau_theta) corresponding to the true score on the new form (tau2) 

if (tcc2 == tau2[k]) { 

                     tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                     break 

                     } 

 

if (tcc2 != tau2[k]) { 

                     icc2.d     <- (1.7)*(1-icc2)*(icc2) 

                     s_icc2.d   <- sum(icc2.d) 
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                     new_theta <- theta0 - ((tau2[k] - tcc2)/(-1*s_icc2.d)) 

                     theta0 <- new_theta 

                     next 

                    } 

      } 

cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

#Finding the true score on the original form (tau1) 

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(tau_theta[k]-b1[j]))) 

              } 

tcc1 <- sum(icc1) 

tau1[k] <- round(tcc1, digits = 4) 

               } 

 

####################################################################### 

#Setting a starting value for theta 

theta0 <- -5 

 

#specifying a true score on the new form (tau2) 

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

tau2[k] <- (k-1)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating the ICC values for the new form at theta0 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0 -rescaled_b2[j]))) 

              } 

 

tcc2 <- sum(icc2) 

tcc2 <- round(tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

#Finding theta (tau_theta) corresponding to the true score on the new form (tau2) 

if (tcc2 == tau2[k]) { 

                     tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                     break 

                     } 

 

if (tcc2 != tau2[k]) { 

                     icc2.d     <- (1.7)*(1-icc2)*(icc2) 

                     s_icc2.d   <- sum(icc2.d) 
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                     new_theta <- theta0 - ((tau2[k] - tcc2)/(-1*s_icc2.d)) 

                     theta0 <- new_theta 

                     next 

                    } 

      } 

cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

#Finding the true score on the original form (tau1) 

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(tau_theta[k]-b1[j]))) 

              } 

tcc1 <- sum(icc1) 

tau1[k] <- round(tcc1, digits = 4) 

               } 

 

#Evaluating the accuracy of recovered linking constants and equating true scores for the 

baseline (non-exposure) conditions 

 

NREPS <- 100 

 

bias.slope     <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

bias.intercept <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

MSE.slope     <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

MSE.intercept <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

bias.IRT.true.score <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

MSE.IRT.true.score <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

for (nr in 1:NREPS) { 

  

#Generate data set 

p1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

p2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

   

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p1[i,j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(theta1[i]-b1[j]))) 

      r1 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r1 <= p1[i,j]) { 
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            u1[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

 

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta2[i]-b2[j]))) 

      r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r2 <= p2[i,j]) { 

                u2[i,j] <- 1 

                               } 

                    } 

                   } 

 

 

#Run IRT analysis 

#Rasch 

dichrasch1 <- rasch(data=u1,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

dichrasch2 <- rasch(data=u2,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

   

#Item Difficulty Parameters Estimates 

estimated.b1 <- coef(dichrasch1)[,1] 

estimated.b2 <- coef(dichrasch2)[,1] 

 

#Equating Process for Estimates  

 

#The Estimated Item Parameters for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

F1.estimated.anchor.items <- c(estimated.b1[41],estimated.b1[42],estimated.b1[43], 

                               estimated.b1[44],estimated.b1[45],estimated.b1[46], 

                               estimated.b1[47],estimated.b1[48],estimated.b1[49], 

                               estimated.b1[50]) 

 

F2.estimated.anchor.items <- c(estimated.b2[41],estimated.b2[42],estimated.b2[43], 

                               estimated.b2[44],estimated.b2[45],estimated.b2[46], 

                               estimated.b2[47],estimated.b2[48],estimated.b2[49], 

                               estimated.b2[50]) 

 

#The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Estimated Item Parameters  

#for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

mean.F1.estimated.anchor.items <- mean(F1.estimated.anchor.items) 

mean.F2.estimated.anchor.items <- mean(F2.estimated.anchor.items) 
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SD.F1.estimated.anchor.items <- sd(F1.estimated.anchor.items) 

SD.F2.estimated.anchor.items <- sd(F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

#Estimated Scaling Coefficients 

 

estimated.x <- SD.F1.estimated.anchor.items/SD.F2.estimated.anchor.items 

estimated.y <- mean.F1.estimated.anchor.items -(estimated.x * 

mean.F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

#Rescaled Estimated Item and ability Parameters 

 

rescaled.estimated.b2 <- estimated.x * estimated.b2 + estimated.y 

 

t.est2 <- factor.scores(dichrasch2,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u2) 

estimated.theta2 <- t.est2$score.dat[,n+3] 

rescaled.estimated.theta2 <- estimated.x * estimated.theta2 + estimated.y 

 

#Estimated IRT True Score Equating 

 

est.icc1      <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.icc2      <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.icc2.d    <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.tau_theta <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

est.tau1      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

est.tau2      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

 

 

theta0 <- -14.7 

 

#Specifying an estimated true score on the new form (est.tau2)   

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

est.tau2[k] <- k-1 

 

#Finding estimated theta (est.tau_theta) corresponding to (est.tau2)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating estimated ICCs for the new form items  

for (j in 1:n){  

        est.icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0-rescaled.estimated.b2[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc2 <- sum(est.icc2) 

est.tcc2 <- round(est.tcc2, digits = 4) 
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if (est.tcc2 == est.tau2[k]) { 

                             est.tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                             break 

                             } 

 

if (est.tcc2 != est.tau2[k]) { 

                       est.icc2.d   <- (1.7)*(1-est.icc2)*(est.icc2) 

                       s_est.icc2.d <- sum(est.icc2.d) 

                       new_theta    <- theta0 - ((est.tau2[k] - est.tcc2)/(-1*s_est.icc2.d)) 

                       theta0       <- new_theta 

                       next 

                             } 

      } 

#cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

###Finding the estimated true score on the original form (est.tau1)  

###corresponding to (est.tau_theta)   

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

       est.icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(est.tau_theta[k]-estimated.b1[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc1 <- sum(est.icc1) 

est.tau1[k] <- round(est.tcc1, digits = 4) 

} 

 

################################ 

 

theta0 <- -5 

 

#Specifying an estimated true score on the new form (est.tau2)   

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

est.tau2[k] <- (k-1) 

 

#Finding estimated theta (est.tau_theta) corresponding to (est.tau2)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating estimated ICCs for the new form items  

for (j in 1:n){  

        est.icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0-rescaled.estimated.b2[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc2 <- sum(est.icc2) 

est.tcc2 <- round(est.tcc2, digits = 4) 
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if (est.tcc2 == est.tau2[k]) { 

                             est.tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                             break 

                             } 

 

if (est.tcc2 != est.tau2[k]) { 

                       est.icc2.d   <- (1.7)*(1-est.icc2)*(est.icc2) 

                       s_est.icc2.d <- sum(est.icc2.d) 

                       new_theta    <- theta0 - ((est.tau2[k] - est.tcc2)/(-1*s_est.icc2.d)) 

                       theta0       <- new_theta 

                       next 

                             } 

      } 

#cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

###Finding the estimated true score on the original form (est.tau1)  

###corresponding to (est.tau_theta)   

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

       est.icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(est.tau_theta[k]-estimated.b1[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc1 <- sum(est.icc1) 

est.tau1[k] <- round(est.tcc1, digits = 4) 

} 

 

bias.IRT.true.score[nr] <- mean(est.tau1 - tau1) 

MSE.IRT.true.score[nr] <- mean((est.tau1 - tau1)^2) 

 

bias.slope[nr]     <- (estimated.x - true.x)  

bias.intercept[nr] <- (estimated.y - true.y) 

 

MSE.slope[nr]      <- ((estimated.x - true.x)^2) 

MSE.intercept[nr]  <- ((estimated.y - true.y)^2) 

 

cat("Done with replication number", nr,"\n") 

} 

 

mean(bias.slope) 

mean(MSE.slope) 

 

mean(bias.intercept) 

mean(MSE.intercept) 
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mean(bias.IRT.true.score) 

mean(MSE.IRT.true.score) 
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Appendix B  

 

R Script for Evaluating the Accuracy of Recovered Linking Coefficients (Slope and 

Intercept) and Recovered Equating True Scores in the Exposure Conditions 

Including 2 Exposed Anchor Items 

 

 

setwd("C:/Users/Moatasim/Desktop/Master's Thesis/R Scripts") 

 

#Setting the test length 

n <- 50 

 

#Setting the number of distinctive items 

n.d <- 40 

 

#Generating b values for distinctive items on the original form (OF)  

b.d1_seed <- 3490123 

set.seed(b.d1_seed) 

b.d1 <- rnorm(n.d,0,1) 

 

#4738237 

#Generating b values for distinctive items on the new form (NF)   

b.d2_seed <- 3490123 

set.seed(b.d2_seed) 

b.d2 <- rnorm(n.d,0,1) 

 

#Setting the number of common items 

n.a <- 10 

 

#Generating b-values for common items  

b.a_seed <- 1728240 

set.seed(b.a_seed) 

b.a <- rnorm(n.a,0,1) 

mean(b.a) 

 

true.b1 <- c(b.d1,b.a) 

true.b2 <- c(b.d2,b.a) 

mean(true.b1) 

 

#Setting the number of examinees 

N <- 500 

 

#Generating theta-values for group 1 taking the OF 

true.theta1_seed <- 2199345 

set.seed(true.theta1_seed) 

true.theta1 <- rnorm(N,0,1) 
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#Generating theta-values for group 2 taking the NF 

true.theta2_seed <- 5692104 

set.seed(true.theta2_seed) 

true.theta2 <- rnorm(N,-0.50,1) 

 

item_seed <- 2126354 

set.seed(item_seed) 

c1 <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

a1 <- matrix(1,n,1) 

c2 <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

a2 <- matrix(1,n,1) 

fix <- matrix(1,1,2) 

fix[,1] <- n+1 

 

library("ltm") 

 

#Generating item response data set for the OF and NF 

p1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

p2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p1[i,j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(true.theta1[i]-true.b1[j]))) 

      r1 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r1 <= p1[i,j]) { 

            u1[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(true.theta2[i]-true.b2[j]))) 

      r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r2 <= p2[i,j]) { 

            u2[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

#Running IRT analysis 

#Rasch 
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dichrasch1 <- rasch(data=u1,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

dichrasch2 <- rasch(data=u2,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

   

#Item Difficulty Parameters for the OF and NF items   

b1 <- coef(dichrasch1)[,1] 

b2 <- coef(dichrasch2)[,1] 

 

#Ability parameters for group 1 taking the OF  

t.est1 <- factor.scores(dichrasch1,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u1) 

theta1 <- t.est1$score.dat[,n+3] 

 

#Ability parameters for group 2 taking the NF 

t.est2 <- factor.scores(dichrasch2,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u2) 

theta2 <- t.est2$score.dat[,n+3] 

 

#Equating Process for True Parameters  

 

#The true Item Parameters for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

F1.anchor.item.par <- c(b1[41],b1[42],b1[43],b1[44],b1[45], 

                        b1[46],b1[47],b1[48],b1[49],b1[50]) 

 

F2.anchor.item.par <- c(b2[41],b2[42],b2[43],b2[44],b2[45], 

                        b2[46],b2[47],b2[48],b2[49],b2[50]) 

 

mean.F1.anchor.item.par <- mean(F1.anchor.item.par) 

mean.F2.anchor.item.par <- mean(F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

SD.F1.anchor.item.par <- sd(F1.anchor.item.par) 

SD.F2.anchor.item.par <- sd(F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

#True Scaling Coefficients 

 

true.x <- SD.F1.anchor.item.par/SD.F2.anchor.item.par 

true.y <- mean.F1.anchor.item.par - (true.x * mean.F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

#Rescaled True Item Parameters 

 

rescaled_b2     <- true.x * b2 + true.y 

rescaled_theta2 <- true.x * theta2 + true.y 

 

#IRT True Score Equating Process 

 

# tau1: True Score on the OF  

# tau2: True Score on the NF  

# tau_theta: Theta to which tau 1 and tau 2 correspond 
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# icc1: Item Characteristic Curve value for item j on the OF at a particular ability value   

# icc2: Item Characteristic Curve value for item j on the NF at a particular ability value   

# tcc1: Test Characteristic Curve value over items on the OF at a particular ability value 

# tcc2: Test Characteristic Curve value over items on the NF at a particular ability value 

# icc2.d: The First Derivative value of the Item Characteristic Curve for item j on the NF 

at a particular ability value 

# s_icc2.d: Sum of the First Derivative values of the Item Characteristic Curve over items 

on the NF at a particular ability value  

# theta0: The Starting Value of Theta 

# ts: Total Score (  0 < ts  < 50)  

 

ts <- 51 

 

icc1           <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

icc2           <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

icc2.d         <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

tau_theta      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

tau1           <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

tau2           <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

 

#Applying the Newton-Raphson Method to find theta (tau_theta)   

 

theta0 <- -14.7 

 

#specifying a true score on the new form (tau2) 

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

tau2[k] <- k-1  

h <- 0 

repeat{ 

h <- h +1 

#Calculating the ICC values for the new form at theta0 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0 -rescaled_b2[j]))) 

              } 

 

tcc2 <- sum(icc2) 

tcc2 <- round(tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

#Finding theta (tau_theta) corresponding to the true score on the new form (tau2) 

if (tcc2 == tau2[k]) { 

                     tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                     break 

                     } 

 

if (tcc2 != tau2[k]) { 
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                     icc2.d     <- (1.7)*(1-icc2)*(icc2) 

                     s_icc2.d   <- sum(icc2.d) 

                     new_theta <- theta0 - ((tau2[k] - tcc2)/(-1*s_icc2.d)) 

                     theta0 <- new_theta 

                     next 

                    } 

      } 

cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

#Finding the true score on the original form (tau1) 

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(tau_theta[k]-b1[j]))) 

              } 

tcc1 <- sum(icc1) 

tau1[k] <- round(tcc1, digits = 4) 

               } 

 

####################################################################### 

#Setting a starting value for theta 

theta0 <- -5 

 

#specifying a true score on the new form (tau2) 

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

tau2[k] <- (k-1)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating the ICC values for the new form at theta0 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0 -rescaled_b2[j]))) 

              } 

 

tcc2 <- sum(icc2) 

tcc2 <- round(tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

#Finding theta (tau_theta) corresponding to the true score on the new form (tau2) 

if (tcc2 == tau2[k]) { 

                     tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                     break 

                     } 

 

if (tcc2 != tau2[k]) { 
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                     icc2.d     <- (1.7)*(1-icc2)*(icc2) 

                     s_icc2.d   <- sum(icc2.d) 

                     new_theta <- theta0 - ((tau2[k] - tcc2)/(-1*s_icc2.d)) 

                     theta0 <- new_theta 

                     next 

                    } 

      } 

cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

#Finding the true score on the original form (tau1) 

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(tau_theta[k]-b1[j]))) 

              } 

tcc1 <- sum(icc1) 

tau1[k] <- round(tcc1, digits = 4) 

               } 

 

#Evaluating the accuracy of recovered linking constants and equating true scores for 

exposure conditions 

 

NREPS <- 100 

 

bias.slope     <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

bias.intercept <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

MSE.slope     <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

MSE.intercept <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

bias.IRT.true.score <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

MSE.IRT.true.score <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

for (nr in 1:NREPS) { 

  

#Generate data set 

p1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

p2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

   

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p1[i,j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(theta1[i]-b1[j]))) 
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      r1 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r1 <= p1[i,j]) { 

            u1[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

#specifying the percentage of examinees with pre-knowledge  

 

percent <- 0.05 

 

M <- percent*N 

 

for (i in 1:(N-M)) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta2[i]-b2[j]))) 

      r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r2 <= p2[i,j]) { 

                u2[i,j] <- 1 

                               } 

                    } 

                   } 

 

for (i in (N-M+1):N){ 

         for (j in 1:n){ 

           if (j==43|j==45){ 

           p2[i,j] <- 1 + c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta2[i]-b2[j]))) 

           r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

              if (r2 <= p2[i,j]){ 

                                u2[i,j] <- 1 

                                } 

                           } 

          if (j!=43|j!=45) { 

          p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta2[i]-b2[j]))) 

          r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

             if (r2 <= p2[i,j]){ 

                               u2[i,j] <- 1 

                               } 

                             } 

 

                        } 

                    } 

 

 

#Run IRT analysis 

#Rasch 
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dichrasch1 <- rasch(data=u1,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

dichrasch2 <- rasch(data=u2,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

   

#Item Difficulty Parameters Estimates 

estimated.b1 <- coef(dichrasch1)[,1] 

estimated.b2 <- coef(dichrasch2)[,1] 

 

#Equating Process for Estimates  

 

#The Estimated Item Parameters for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

F1.estimated.anchor.items <- c(estimated.b1[41],estimated.b1[42],estimated.b1[43], 

                               estimated.b1[44],estimated.b1[45],estimated.b1[46], 

                               estimated.b1[47],estimated.b1[48],estimated.b1[49], 

                               estimated.b1[50]) 

 

F2.estimated.anchor.items <- c(estimated.b2[41],estimated.b2[42],estimated.b2[43], 

                               estimated.b2[44],estimated.b2[45],estimated.b2[46], 

                               estimated.b2[47],estimated.b2[48],estimated.b2[49], 

                               estimated.b2[50]) 

 

#The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Estimated Item Parameters  

#for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

mean.F1.estimated.anchor.items <- mean(F1.estimated.anchor.items) 

mean.F2.estimated.anchor.items <- mean(F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

SD.F1.estimated.anchor.items <- sd(F1.estimated.anchor.items) 

SD.F2.estimated.anchor.items <- sd(F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

#Estimated Scaling Coefficients 

 

estimated.x <- SD.F1.estimated.anchor.items/SD.F2.estimated.anchor.items 

estimated.y <- mean.F1.estimated.anchor.items -(estimated.x * 

mean.F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

#Rescaled Estimated Item and ability Parameters 

 

rescaled.estimated.b2 <- estimated.x * estimated.b2 + estimated.y 

 

t.est2 <- factor.scores(dichrasch2,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u2) 

estimated.theta2 <- t.est2$score.dat[,n+3] 

rescaled.estimated.theta2 <- estimated.x * estimated.theta2 + estimated.y 

 

#Estimated IRT True Score Equating 
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est.icc1      <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.icc2      <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.icc2.d    <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.tau_theta <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

est.tau1      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

est.tau2      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

 

 

theta0 <- -14.7 

 

#Specifying an estimated true score on the new form (est.tau2)   

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

est.tau2[k] <- k-1 

 

#Finding estimated theta (est.tau_theta) corresponding to (est.tau2)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating estimated ICCs for the new form items  

for (j in 1:n){  

        est.icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0-rescaled.estimated.b2[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc2 <- sum(est.icc2) 

est.tcc2 <- round(est.tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

 

if (est.tcc2 == est.tau2[k]) { 

                             est.tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                             break 

                             } 

 

if (est.tcc2 != est.tau2[k]) { 

                       est.icc2.d   <- (1.7)*(1-est.icc2)*(est.icc2) 

                       s_est.icc2.d <- sum(est.icc2.d) 

                       new_theta    <- theta0 - ((est.tau2[k] - est.tcc2)/(-1*s_est.icc2.d)) 

                       theta0       <- new_theta 

                       next 

                             } 

      } 

#cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

###Finding the estimated true score on the original form (est.tau1)  

###corresponding to (est.tau_theta)   

for (k in 1:1){ 
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for (j in 1:n){  

       est.icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(est.tau_theta[k]-estimated.b1[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc1 <- sum(est.icc1) 

est.tau1[k] <- round(est.tcc1, digits = 4) 

} 

 

################################ 

 

theta0 <- -5 

 

#Specifying an estimated true score on the new form (est.tau2)   

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

est.tau2[k] <- (k-1) 

 

#Finding estimated theta (est.tau_theta) corresponding to (est.tau2)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating estimated ICCs for the new form items  

for (j in 1:n){  

        est.icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0-rescaled.estimated.b2[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc2 <- sum(est.icc2) 

est.tcc2 <- round(est.tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

 

if (est.tcc2 == est.tau2[k]) { 

                             est.tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                             break 

                             } 

 

if (est.tcc2 != est.tau2[k]) { 

                       est.icc2.d   <- (1.7)*(1-est.icc2)*(est.icc2) 

                       s_est.icc2.d <- sum(est.icc2.d) 

                       new_theta    <- theta0 - ((est.tau2[k] - est.tcc2)/(-1*s_est.icc2.d)) 

                       theta0       <- new_theta 

                       next 

                             } 

      } 

#cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

###Finding the estimated true score on the original form (est.tau1)  
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###corresponding to (est.tau_theta)   

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

       est.icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(est.tau_theta[k]-estimated.b1[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc1 <- sum(est.icc1) 

est.tau1[k] <- round(est.tcc1, digits = 4) 

} 

 

bias.IRT.true.score[nr] <- mean(est.tau1 - tau1) 

MSE.IRT.true.score[nr] <- mean((est.tau1 - tau1)^2) 

 

bias.slope[nr]     <- (estimated.x - true.x)  

bias.intercept[nr] <- (estimated.y - true.y) 

 

MSE.slope[nr]      <- ((estimated.x - true.x)^2) 

MSE.intercept[nr]  <- ((estimated.y - true.y)^2) 

 

cat("Done with replication number", nr,"\n") 

} 

 

mean(bias.slope) 

mean(MSE.slope) 

 

mean(bias.intercept) 

mean(MSE.intercept) 

 

mean(bias.IRT.true.score) 

mean(MSE.IRT.true.score) 

 

sd(bias.slope) 

sd(bias.intercept) 

sd(bias.IRT.true.score) 
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Appendix C 

 

R Script for Evaluating the Accuracy of Recovered Linking Coefficients (Slope and 

Intercept) and Recovered Equating True Scores in the Exposure Conditions 

Including 10 Exposed Anchor Items 

 

setwd("C:/Users/Moatasim/Desktop/Master's Thesis/R Scripts") 

 

#Setting the test length 

n <- 50 

 

#Setting the number of distinctive items 

n.d <- 40 

 

#Generating b values for distinctive items on the original form (OF)  

b.d1_seed <- 3490123 

set.seed(b.d1_seed) 

b.d1 <- rnorm(n.d,0,1) 

 

#4738237 

#Generating b values for distinctive items on the new form (NF)   

b.d2_seed <- 3490123 

set.seed(b.d2_seed) 

b.d2 <- rnorm(n.d,0,1) 

 

#Setting the number of common items 

n.a <- 10 

 

#Generating b-values for common items  

b.a_seed <- 1728240 

set.seed(b.a_seed) 

b.a <- rnorm(n.a,0,1) 

mean(b.a) 

 

true.b1 <- c(b.d1,b.a) 

true.b2 <- c(b.d2,b.a) 

mean(true.b1) 

#Setting the number of examinees 

N <- 500 

 

#Generating theta-values for group 1 taking the OF 

true.theta1_seed <- 2199345 

set.seed(true.theta1_seed) 

true.theta1 <- rnorm(N,0,1) 

 

#Generating theta-values for group 2 taking the NF 
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true.theta2_seed <- 5692104 

set.seed(true.theta2_seed) 

true.theta2 <- rnorm(N,0.50,1) 

 

item_seed <- 2126354 

set.seed(item_seed) 

c1 <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

a1 <- matrix(1,n,1) 

c2 <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

a2 <- matrix(1,n,1) 

fix <- matrix(1,1,2) 

fix[,1] <- n+1 

 

library("ltm") 

 

#Generating item response data set for the OF and NF 

p1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

p2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p1[i,j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(true.theta1[i]-true.b1[j]))) 

      r1 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r1 <= p1[i,j]) { 

            u1[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(true.theta2[i]-true.b2[j]))) 

      r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r2 <= p2[i,j]) { 

            u2[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

#Running IRT analysis 

#Rasch 

dichrasch1 <- rasch(data=u1,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

dichrasch2 <- rasch(data=u2,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 
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#Item Difficulty Parameters for the OF and NF items   

b1 <- coef(dichrasch1)[,1] 

b2 <- coef(dichrasch2)[,1] 

 

#Ability parameters for group 1 taking the OF  

t.est1 <- factor.scores(dichrasch1,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u1) 

theta1 <- t.est1$score.dat[,n+3] 

 

#Ability parameters for group 2 taking the NF 

t.est2 <- factor.scores(dichrasch2,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u2) 

theta2 <- t.est2$score.dat[,n+3] 

 

#Equating Process for True Parameters  

 

#The true Item Parameters for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

F1.anchor.item.par <- c(b1[41],b1[42],b1[43],b1[44],b1[45], 

                        b1[46],b1[47],b1[48],b1[49],b1[50]) 

 

F2.anchor.item.par <- c(b2[41],b2[42],b2[43],b2[44],b2[45], 

                        b2[46],b2[47],b2[48],b2[49],b2[50]) 

 

mean.F1.anchor.item.par <- mean(F1.anchor.item.par) 

mean.F2.anchor.item.par <- mean(F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

SD.F1.anchor.item.par <- sd(F1.anchor.item.par) 

SD.F2.anchor.item.par <- sd(F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

#True Scaling Coefficients 

 

true.x <- SD.F1.anchor.item.par/SD.F2.anchor.item.par 

true.y <- mean.F1.anchor.item.par - (true.x * mean.F2.anchor.item.par) 

 

#Rescaled True Item Parameters 

 

rescaled_b2     <- true.x * b2 + true.y 

rescaled_theta2 <- true.x * theta2 + true.y 

 

#IRT True Score Equating Process 

 

# tau1: True Score on the OF  

# tau2: True Score on the NF  

# tau_theta: Theta to which tau 1 and tau 2 correspond 

# icc1: Item Characteristic Curve value for item j on the OF at a particular ability value   

# icc2: Item Characteristic Curve value for item j on the NF at a particular ability value   
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# tcc1: Test Characteristic Curve value over items on the OF at a particular ability value 

# tcc2: Test Characteristic Curve value over items on the NF at a particular ability value 

# icc2.d: The First Derivative value of the Item Characteristic Curve for item j on the NF 

at a particular ability value 

# s_icc2.d: Sum of the First Derivative values of the Item Characteristic Curve over items 

on the NF at a particular ability value  

# theta0: The Starting Value of Theta 

# ts: Total Score (  0 < ts  < 50)  

 

ts <- 51 

 

icc1           <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

icc2           <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

icc2.d         <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

tau_theta      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

tau1           <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

tau2           <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

 

#Applying the Newton-Raphson Method to find theta (tau_theta)   

 

theta0 <- -14.7 

 

#specifying a true score on the new form (tau2) 

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

tau2[k] <- k-1  

h <- 0 

repeat{ 

h <- h +1 

#Calculating the ICC values for the new form at theta0 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0 -rescaled_b2[j]))) 

              } 

 

tcc2 <- sum(icc2) 

tcc2 <- round(tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

#Finding theta (tau_theta) corresponding to the true score on the new form (tau2) 

if (tcc2 == tau2[k]) { 

                     tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                     break 

                     } 

 

if (tcc2 != tau2[k]) { 

                     icc2.d     <- (1.7)*(1-icc2)*(icc2) 

                     s_icc2.d   <- sum(icc2.d) 
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                     new_theta <- theta0 - ((tau2[k] - tcc2)/(-1*s_icc2.d)) 

                     theta0 <- new_theta 

                     next 

                    } 

      } 

cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

#Finding the true score on the original form (tau1) 

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(tau_theta[k]-b1[j]))) 

              } 

tcc1 <- sum(icc1) 

tau1[k] <- round(tcc1, digits = 4) 

               } 

 

####################################################################### 

#Setting a starting value for theta 

theta0 <- -5 

 

#specifying a true score on the new form (tau2) 

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

tau2[k] <- (k-1)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating the ICC values for the new form at theta0 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0 -rescaled_b2[j]))) 

              } 

 

tcc2 <- sum(icc2) 

tcc2 <- round(tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

#Finding theta (tau_theta) corresponding to the true score on the new form (tau2) 

if (tcc2 == tau2[k]) { 

                     tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                     break 

                     } 

 

if (tcc2 != tau2[k]) { 

                     icc2.d     <- (1.7)*(1-icc2)*(icc2) 

                     s_icc2.d   <- sum(icc2.d) 
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                     new_theta <- theta0 - ((tau2[k] - tcc2)/(-1*s_icc2.d)) 

                     theta0 <- new_theta 

                     next 

                    } 

      } 

cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

#Finding the true score on the original form (tau1) 

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  

               icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(tau_theta[k]-b1[j]))) 

              } 

tcc1 <- sum(icc1) 

tau1[k] <- round(tcc1, digits = 4) 

               } 

 

#Evaluating the accuracy of recovered linking constants and equating true scores for 

exposure conditions 

 

NREPS <- 100 

 

bias.slope     <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

bias.intercept <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

MSE.slope     <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

MSE.intercept <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

bias.IRT.true.score <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

MSE.IRT.true.score <- vector(mode="numeric",NREPS) 

 

for (nr in 1:NREPS) { 

  

#Generate data set 

p1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u1 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

 

p2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

u2 <- matrix(0,N,n) 

   

for (i in 1:N) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p1[i,j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(theta1[i]-b1[j]))) 

      r1 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r1 <= p1[i,j]) { 
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            u1[i,j] <- 1 

            } 

      } 

} 

 

#specifying the percentage of examinees with pre-knowledge  

 

percent <- 0.20 

 

M <- percent*N 

 

for (i in 1:(N-M)) { 

      for (j in 1:n){ 

      p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta2[i]-b2[j]))) 

      r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

            if (r2 <= p2[i,j]) { 

                u2[i,j] <- 1 

                               } 

                    } 

                   } 

 

for (i in (N-M+1):N){ 

         for (j in 1:n){ 

           if (j==41|j==42|j==43|j==44|j==45|j==46|j==47|j==48|j==49|j==50){ 

           p2[i,j] <- 1 + c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta2[i]-b2[j]))) 

           r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

              if (r2 <= p2[i,j]){ 

                                u2[i,j] <- 1 

                                } 

                           } 

          if (j!=41|j!=42|j!=43|j!=44|j!=45|j!=46|j!=47|j!=48|j!=49|j!=50){ 

          p2[i,j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta2[i]-b2[j]))) 

          r2 <- runif(1,0,1) 

             if (r2 <= p2[i,j]){ 

                               u2[i,j] <- 1 

                               } 

                             } 

 

                        } 

                    } 

 

 

#Run IRT analysis 

#Rasch 

dichrasch1 <- rasch(data=u1,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 

dichrasch2 <- rasch(data=u2,IRT.param=TRUE,constraint=fix,control=list(iter.qN=500)) 
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#Item Difficulty Parameters Estimates 

estimated.b1 <- coef(dichrasch1)[,1] 

estimated.b2 <- coef(dichrasch2)[,1] 

 

#Equating Process for Estimates  

 

#The Estimated Item Parameters for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

F1.estimated.anchor.items <- c(estimated.b1[41],estimated.b1[42],estimated.b1[43], 

                               estimated.b1[44],estimated.b1[45],estimated.b1[46], 

                               estimated.b1[47],estimated.b1[48],estimated.b1[49], 

                               estimated.b1[50]) 

 

F2.estimated.anchor.items <- c(estimated.b2[41],estimated.b2[42],estimated.b2[43], 

                               estimated.b2[44],estimated.b2[45],estimated.b2[46], 

                               estimated.b2[47],estimated.b2[48],estimated.b2[49], 

                               estimated.b2[50]) 

 

#The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Estimated Item Parameters  

#for the Common Items across the Two Forms 

 

mean.F1.estimated.anchor.items <- mean(F1.estimated.anchor.items) 

mean.F2.estimated.anchor.items <- mean(F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

SD.F1.estimated.anchor.items <- sd(F1.estimated.anchor.items) 

SD.F2.estimated.anchor.items <- sd(F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

#Estimated Scaling Coefficients 

 

estimated.x <- SD.F1.estimated.anchor.items/SD.F2.estimated.anchor.items 

estimated.y <- mean.F1.estimated.anchor.items -(estimated.x * 

mean.F2.estimated.anchor.items) 

 

#Rescaled Estimated Item and ability Parameters 

 

rescaled.estimated.b2 <- estimated.x * estimated.b2 + estimated.y 

 

t.est2 <- factor.scores(dichrasch2,method="EAP",resp.patterns=u2) 

estimated.theta2 <- t.est2$score.dat[,n+3] 

rescaled.estimated.theta2 <- estimated.x * estimated.theta2 + estimated.y 

 

#Estimated IRT True Score Equating 

 

est.icc1      <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.icc2      <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 
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est.icc2.d    <- vector(mode="numeric",n) 

est.tau_theta <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

est.tau1      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

est.tau2      <- vector(mode="numeric",ts) 

 

 

theta0 <- -14.7 

 

#Specifying an estimated true score on the new form (est.tau2)   

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

est.tau2[k] <- k-1 

 

#Finding estimated theta (est.tau_theta) corresponding to (est.tau2)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating estimated ICCs for the new form items  

for (j in 1:n){  

        est.icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0-rescaled.estimated.b2[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc2 <- sum(est.icc2) 

est.tcc2 <- round(est.tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

 

if (est.tcc2 == est.tau2[k]) { 

                             est.tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                             break 

                             } 

 

if (est.tcc2 != est.tau2[k]) { 

                       est.icc2.d   <- (1.7)*(1-est.icc2)*(est.icc2) 

                       s_est.icc2.d <- sum(est.icc2.d) 

                       new_theta    <- theta0 - ((est.tau2[k] - est.tcc2)/(-1*s_est.icc2.d)) 

                       theta0       <- new_theta 

                       next 

                             } 

      } 

#cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

###Finding the estimated true score on the original form (est.tau1)  

###corresponding to (est.tau_theta)   

for (k in 1:1){ 

 

for (j in 1:n){  
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       est.icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(est.tau_theta[k]-estimated.b1[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc1 <- sum(est.icc1) 

est.tau1[k] <- round(est.tcc1, digits = 4) 

} 

 

################################ 

 

theta0 <- -5 

 

#Specifying an estimated true score on the new form (est.tau2)   

for (k in 2:ts){ 

 

est.tau2[k] <- (k-1) 

 

#Finding estimated theta (est.tau_theta) corresponding to (est.tau2)  

 

repeat{ 

 

#Calculating estimated ICCs for the new form items  

for (j in 1:n){  

        est.icc2[j] <- c2[j] + (1-c2[j])/(1+exp(-a2[j]*(theta0-rescaled.estimated.b2[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc2 <- sum(est.icc2) 

est.tcc2 <- round(est.tcc2, digits = 4) 

 

 

if (est.tcc2 == est.tau2[k]) { 

                             est.tau_theta[k] <- theta0 

                             break 

                             } 

 

if (est.tcc2 != est.tau2[k]) { 

                       est.icc2.d   <- (1.7)*(1-est.icc2)*(est.icc2) 

                       s_est.icc2.d <- sum(est.icc2.d) 

                       new_theta    <- theta0 - ((est.tau2[k] - est.tcc2)/(-1*s_est.icc2.d)) 

                       theta0       <- new_theta 

                       next 

                             } 

      } 

#cat("Done with the IRT True Score Equating Number",k,"\n") 

} 

 

###Finding the estimated true score on the original form (est.tau1)  

###corresponding to (est.tau_theta)   

for (k in 2:ts){ 
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for (j in 1:n){  

       est.icc1[j] <- c1[j] + (1-c1[j])/(1+exp(-a1[j]*(est.tau_theta[k]-estimated.b1[j]))) 

              } 

est.tcc1 <- sum(est.icc1) 

est.tau1[k] <- round(est.tcc1, digits = 4) 

} 

 

bias.IRT.true.score[nr] <- mean(est.tau1 - tau1) 

MSE.IRT.true.score[nr] <- mean((est.tau1 - tau1)^2) 

 

bias.slope[nr]     <- (estimated.x - true.x)  

bias.intercept[nr] <- (estimated.y - true.y) 

 

MSE.slope[nr]      <- ((estimated.x - true.x)^2) 

MSE.intercept[nr]  <- ((estimated.y - true.y)^2) 

 

cat("Done with replication number", nr,"\n") 

} 

 

mean(bias.slope) 

mean(MSE.slope) 

 

mean(bias.intercept) 

mean(MSE.intercept) 

 

mean(bias.IRT.true.score) 

mean(MSE.IRT.true.score) 

 

sd(bias.slope) 

sd(bias.intercept) 

sd(bias.IRT.true.score) 

 

 


